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**SUBJECT:** DAILY SITREP 191800h JUN TO 200600h JUN 94.

**NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER:** FOUR

**DIRECT**

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.

2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 191800B JUN TO 200600B JUN 94.

1. **GEN SITUATION.** The situation remained tense and volatile. Heavy exchanges of ARTY/MORTAR, HG and 81mm FIRE continued over night between the warring factions. RPF continued to tighten their grip on RGF positions in NYAMIRAMBO, GIKONDO, KYCHIRU. The city centre was however calm overnight. RGF continued to fight back with mortars, HG and 81mm fire. The MILITIA and INTERRAHAVE continue to be very active in the areas under RGF control. No significant changes in dispositions and the general situation has been reported in the North of the country. In the South fighting is reported around BUTABAR as RPF continues to advance south-westward. Transfer of displaced people will be conducted today depending on the security situation. Two teams of MILOBs left this morning for KAGITUMBA with personnel proceeding to NAIROBI. The Special Rapporteur and his team left KIGALI this morning for NAIROBI via KINSHASA.

2. **POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.** Radio Rwanda has criticized the RPF for rejecting the French initiative to intervene in the war on humanitarian grounds. Some Relief workers are expressing their reservations about the French initiative.

3. **Factional Activities.**
   
   A. **RPF.** RPF continued to harass and tighten their grip on RGF positions in KYCHIRU KIMIHURURA and GIKONDO with ARTY/MORTAR, HG and 81mm FIRE. Sporadic exchanges of fire was reported in BUTABAR as the advance south-westward continues. No changes in situation in the North. Continue to gain ground in the city and in the South.
   
   B. **RGF.** RGF continued to fight back from their positions in KYCHIRU, GIKONDO and KIMIHURURA. Preparations for the defence of GISENYI and BUTABAR continuing. No major changes in troop disposition in the North.
   
   C. **MILITIA.** Continue to control and man road blocks and check points in RGF areas where they continue to be a threat to the civilian population.

4. **OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.**
   
   A. **FORCE HQ.** Normal routine was conducted during the period. FC held his staff brief at 0900 hrs. Preparations for expanded UNAMIR continued.
   
   B. **UMOHURI.** Area of operation remains calm. Conducted routine patrols. Nothing significant to report.
   
   C. **GAMBATTA.** Continued to provide security at KIA, AMAHORO STADIUM and FORCE HQ. Also offered protection to displaced civilians at KIA and AMAHORO STADIUM. Conducted
PATROLS WITHIN KIA GENERAL AREA AND ALONG RUNWAY FROM 2000 HRS TO 2100 HRS AND FROM 0430 HRS TO 0510 HRS.

D. **TOY PLATOON**(+) CONTINUED TO PROVIDE SECURITY AT KING FAISAL HOSPITAL, HOTEL MERIDIAN AND HOTEL MILLES COLLINS. CONTINUED TO OBSERVE EXCHANGES OF MORTAR AND RPG FIRE BETWEEN RPF AND RPG POSITIONS CLOSE TO MERIDIAN HOTEL.

E. **MILCO.** CONTINUED TO MONITOR ACTIVITIES IN THE CITY CENTER FROM MILLES COLLINS HOTEL. TWO TEAMS LEFT THIS MORNING FOR UGANDA BORDER WITH PERSONNEL PROCEEDING TO NAIROBI.

5. **UNCTPOL.** REORGANIZATION AND THEIR EMPLOYMENT CONTINUES.

6. **HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.** THE TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PEOPLE WILL CONTINUE THIS MORNING DEPENDING ON SECURITY SITUATION.

7. **CIVIL AFFAIRS.** NTR.

8. **LOGISTIC.** NO CHANGE FROM LAST SITREP. FUEL RESUPPLY IS EXPECTED TODAY FROM KABALE.

9. **MISC.** NTR.